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[Kadisiye] wrote:
“I am history student and am 22 years old.
Some meditations and yoga practices are amazing, I love spiritually and
mystic doctrines. But I can't go together to Joy of Satan with my work.
Because in history, that's good or bad however, we are accepting events
as natural courses in history. You know it's a science and we trying to
understand people him/herself, don't judge them. But in Joy of Satan all of
bad things are made by jews. You know normal people can have
arrogance, greed, hate or others. And those are directing events with
other good ideas. I hope I can tell what I am talking about. I want to
especially answered by hoodedcobra666 as he wishes. Thank you.”

First of all, the primary "enemy" and problem that JoS wants to solve, is the
problem of lack of spirituality of mankind. This is our primary issue. The Gods
want humanity to advance spiritually and in every other way.

However, the causing root of this problem, which began "lately" compared to
humanity's long history, undeniably leads someone to the influence of the jews, if
it's observed in any logical historical approach.

For example, Satan is attacked why? Because jews wrote bad things about Him
in the bible.

We move further back in history, down in Sumer and in Sanskrit language, and
we find that "Satyan" which the jews damn, has been actually a Word of Power
for spiritual ascension into the "Truth Realization" and "Godhead".

This is only one of the endless examples. The Gods that were later called
monsters, and their practices which they were deemed evil, were companions to
humanity for thousands of years, and behind anything meaningful and strong
humanity has created.
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What changed after and all this went to nothing? A logical inspection of history,
points us to Jews.

JoS simply relates the facts about how history has gone, most facts are well
known already if one has done any self-research. Since most people have not,
they might not be able to understand this instantly.

For example, all slander about the Gods, came from the Jewish people
specifically. Nobody else wrote that type of slander in the ancient past, and
certainly not Gentiles.

If such slander was writing, it hasn't survived, nor was taken seriously. The
angriest and most greedy people, never went that far in attacking the Gods,
which were known to all cultures to have an ancestral quality of creation towards
every Gentile people in history.

The idea that all the Ancient Gods, spiritual practices, and so on, are to be
exterminated, and all knowledge accumulated from spirituality too, is solely a
jewish ideal. There has been nobody else who claimed these things.

Even if people fought with one another, this was not the area on which wars were
taking place, because simply, every Gentile civilization respected their cultural
and religious foundations.

Greed, hate, arrogance, are all not, even at maximum level, not really enough to
cause 1% of what the jews have caused this world in the last thousands of years.
While these are issues existing in everyone, it's in the jews that these issues
have become literally a "Racial Mission".

This type of occurrence is beyond any reasonable amount of hate, greed,
arrogance, or the worst emotions of mankind. Even the worst historic intervals
between Gentiles, simply do not even come close.

Gentile spiritualists worldwide were killed and tortured for hundreds of years,
because jews concocted Christianity in Ancient Rome, which they did on purpose
to destroy both Rome and the Ancient Religions. Earlier than that, they were
enforcing the idea of "Monotheism".

This involved the killing all Pagans left and right as "Heretics" to this
"Monotheism", which was literally pulled out of the jew's ass and nothing else, as
a subversive move of hatred after jews discovered the glory of every Empire they



have been in, was rooted in its spirituality.

They have taken active part in ruining many as is, and they admit this in the
Bible.

Every problem a spiritualist has ever had in this world with the outlawing of
spiritual practices, came from the Jews or Christianity and Islam, which spread
darkness to human kind.

Islam, Christianity, Judaism, all are jewish creations, from the jewish people.
These have severely affected history and have turned whole Nations into servile
slaves, putting us back thousands of years in evolution and understanding
collectively.

An overwhelming number of bad things have been done by jews, whether one
likes or wants to accept this fact or not. We could go on all day.

One can ignore this, but it won't go away. Jews are a compact blood related and
conspiracy-oriented group, that has very specific goals in mind. That haven't
changed for thousands of years.

Also, all Gentiles in the past, have had a similar conception of life, Gods, nature,
spirituality, and destiny. For this, the enemy calls us all collectively as "Coming
from the Satanic Sphere", which is an allusion to their kabbalistic knowledge,
about how all non-jews are coming from the same "Satanic Sphere" or spiritual
energy.

This is in plain words them saying that everyone non-jew has a different soul and
is part of a different [animal] species. And in regards to what they say about
everyone and this "Evil Inclination", is that it's to be exterminated.

Of course to any logical creature that would sound really insane, and it kind of is.
But if one digs deeper, the alien origins of all these ideas, are not from here, and
definitely not consistent with Gentile's takes on the subject.

In regards to how this happened, Nietzsche has provided a great analysis. This
bottomless hatred of jews is otherworldly, and many have tried to analyze this in
a reasonable manner, but always have come short at a reasonable explanation.

Jews, having come out of "Nowhere", never had a land, or a stable place of
existence, and therefore, never really culturally developed. They just moved
around and stole things from other religions and cultures, imparting them into a



mixture of their own "Culture".

Later on, these imparted elements were used to attack the natives of a land, until
it was destroyed. This made them going from place to place, always on the
exploitation of the good will of the people that allowed them to live there, and
eventually, they ate these civilizations from the inside.

How they did this, as Rabbis explain, was a mixture of financial, intellectual, and
spiritual warfare. After the people that hosted them died, they moved on to the
next Nation to just rinse and repeat.

We didn't wish things would happen in this way, nor we would be particularly
interested in jews, weren't it for their heavy past of damaging all Gentiles
worldwide in a consistent basis. They have also attacked, displaced, and
defamed our Ancient Gods, while uprooting ancient society, and subverting at
every historical interval the attempts of human beings to advance forward.

Every ancient civilization has had problems with them, doing all sorts of practices
from usury, to internal subversion, and accelerating destruction.

Jews were the ones who wrote the books on exterminating Egypt, Babylon,
Persia, Greece, Kush [Africa], and who created the damnation of Europe through
the brainwashing of Christianity. These books are national literature to them.
They have been imposed to all other Nations, too, which other Nations have had
nothing to do with that foul filth.

All of the Bible, is kvetching of the jews for randomly showing up in a place, that
"God told them" was going to be theirs, and how they wanted to kill every tribe
living there, to claim this place, but couldn't, and therefore, they had to move
away and parasitize others and grow in power, to later come back on and take
this place by force.

Palestinians and other races [some now extinct] have not always lived to tell the
tale.

All of the Bible, is also eternal kvetching of how they want to kill everyone in the
regions of the Middle East [which also includes Turkey], to construct Israel. And
after this, how Israel is going to enslave the planet.

Generally these types of crazy stuff never made it far in the ancient world, but
this was such a crazy thing, and with a little help from aliens and other reptoids
that wanted civilization to sink, they managed to somehow promote these



terrorist ideals.

Basically, the same thing would happen today if ISIL took global control, and
started killing every non converted muslim. Did one also know that Israel created
this radical Islamist organization that bombed temples and ancient Pagan shrines
and places of worship to bits? Well yes, they did that too, they know very well
how to do these things.

Jews also created Islam, Communism and other regimes or subpar religions that
have destroyed humanity and killed hundreds of millions of people, over literally
nothing at all. Is there a reasonable explanation why hundreds of millions of
Chinese really had to die, simply because Mao wanted to impose Karl Marx's
[Son of a Rabbi] view on how a Nation should be run? Not really. Could it happen
any other way? Yes of course. But it happened the jewish way.

If one counts the death toll from all their programs, and the cost that this has cost
humanity, the numbers would pile up to the sky.

In regards to why they did this? Solely because they wanted to harm others,
wanted to subvert them for no reason or care on how it's going to end, and as
their books reveal, because they are a psychopathic people as the data shows.

Jews literally told everyone the creator of the universe only made the universe for
the jews to have fun enslaving Goyim.

Certainly if you want to look at this matter in another way, this is just psychopathy
on a racial scale and accumulation of these psychopathic traits within a tribe, but
that explanation would fall short also.

One can ignore these fundamental realities, but it's the case. Also, it's alright if
you don't accept this. It doesn't matter. They will continue doing that while you
spend all your years trying to analyzing why.

Jews meanwhile are going to blame all Gentiles and in particular the "Sons of
Esav and Amalek", and enjoy their national books which tell them to wipe
everyone out, while everyone else will try to be a scientist and pretend they didn't
do anything because their little mind cannot comprehend how they have been
very organized and deliberate into attacking everyone else.

Jews don't need "logic" to have a commandment that tells them to exterminate
people such as Amalek or Esav [which as Rabbis have admitted, Amalekites are
anything that has been Pagan and has some White blood, and Esav is literally



the descendants of Rome, now Europe and the United States]. Amalekites also
include ex Persians, and others. In regards to how they view people like Blacks,
they have a specific hatred for them also, calling them animals and relaying in
detail how their "God" put a curse on the descendants of Ham.

The core essence of being a "Jew" or practicing Judaism, is based on the pretext
that everyone that is not a blood biological jew to some measurable extent, is an
animal that needs to either be enslaved or killed. This is the opinion of their
intellectuals and rabbis, and even most of their common people.

Some general "secular jews" may hold on the surface different opinions, but their
opinions will never matter, nor have mediocre opinions ever stopped anything the
jews wanted to do for thousands of years, as they always put the most rabid
ones in their leadership.

Israel has been electing for the last "modern years", only the worst of the worst
when it comes to treating anyone other than themselves in any humane way.

They are at war with humanity and that's all there is to it. If one wants to defend
themselves, they can.

Those who don't, enjoy your jewish mindwashing in Hollywood, a jewish
controlled global economy of slave labor, your jewish National religion that they
tell you is your "ancestry", and jews that want to exterminate everyone ruling over
you in a predatory fashion, or all of that type of stuff.

Since also it has been thousands of years where they haven't relented, stopped,
or let anyone else be, then people are left with no choice but to actually at least
dislike them or mistrust them, all the way down to wanting to remove them from
their civilizations or world.

This is why jews are disliked or hated worldwide. Meanwhile, they pretend none
of that ever really happened, and that it's all a faulty "goyim Satanic mind" that is
causing these things, typically practicing the mental subversion they have been
accused by their enemies of doing for thousands of years, yet again.

They will claim of course, that everything that happened in history against them,
or the people that dislike them, were faulty in the mind. Yes, 130+ Nations were
literally stupid and misguided to drive them out of their midst, and jews, did
nothing wrong?

Where does also this idea come from, that jews did nothing wrong? The bible.



That's because jews as a people believe they can never do no wrong, and that
there is therefore, no reason to apologize about anything whatsoever, let alone
make amends, or change their course of direction at all.

Jews also, as a racial group, are built upon the "commandment" that enslaving
everyone is their "divine duty" and that this is a necessity to happen, and that if
"Goyim" react to that, they are to be exterminated. In regards to under what
system this will happen, their legendary Rabbi Baal Shem Tov, explains, that this
would have to happen in Globalist Communism.

So what choice were people left with in all these things? To defend themselves
and try to advance regardless of them. Are they left to do that? Well most of the
time, certainly not.

They aren't supposed to be there only because they claim universal rights to
destroy anyone, but it's not like they are going to leave anyone be either.

Many people who are awakening don't like this and don't want to live in such a
world. Since these "jewish people" aren't letting go of our societies and nations,
the only reasonable outcome is clash in a spiritual, cultural, and other levels, if
any people or something wants to exist and advance.

So the JoS is not going to be onboard with this, not now, nor ever.
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